
Introduction

�Aims:

�Bring traditional aspects to market

Cater to the younger generations�Cater to the younger generations

�Declutter certain stalls

� Increase council involvement within the market 

community
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Current Positive Aspects

� Large amount of local produce

• Represents agriculture within the area

• Most popular area of the market

� Evidence of some local food

Wide range of international produce� Wide range of international produce

• Gives large range of food instead of just local types

� Some good use of advertising

• Butcher is very popular among locals

� Auction

• Attracts people due to prospect of a good bargain
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Areas of Improvement

� Layout of stalls

� Types of products

� Hygiene and cleanliness � Hygiene and cleanliness 

� Amount of parking

� Visual attraction of individual stalls

� Advertising 

Visual attraction of individual stalls



Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Attraction

� Attractions to cater towards children such as a bouncy 

castle – also brings additional revenue 

� More signs should be put up to clearly show market and � More signs should be put up to clearly show market and 

parking locations

� Encourage street performers with music to create a more 

appealing atmosphere – people spend more time as a 

result
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More street performers 

in the footpath areas 

to attract customers



Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Products 

� Bring a wider range of traditional, local cuisine e.g.  Lincolnshire sausage, plum 

bread, stuffed chine, cheese, sweets, farmers’ produce like eggs

� Subsidise local businesses to include more high-quality products 

� Need to update clothing to appeal to a wider range of customers (especially the 

younger generation)younger generation)

� Impose stricter hygiene regulations – inspections and not just food

� Would like to see more seasonal foods for variety e.g. ice tea and slush in 

summer  

� Increase public involvement e.g.  Food competitions such as bakery awards to 

increase awareness towards the market 

� Encourage local schools to set up stalls e.g. as part of business studies (Young 

Enterprise)
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Our Proposals for Improvement: Layout 

� Introduce stalls that have matching tarpaulin

� Inspections, ensuring that stalls are aesthetically 

pleasing and meet health and safety 

requirements

� Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of � Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of 

room for pedestrians

� Organise the stalls to face the square 

� Zones could be introduced to help people find 

what they are looking for faster, could increase 

customer satisfaction
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Introduce stalls that have matching tarpaulin

Inspections, ensuring that stalls are aesthetically 

Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of 

Zones could be introduced to help people find 

what they are looking for faster, could increase Example of a good layout of market: 

aesthetically pleasing, organised and 

in full view of the customers. This is a 

market from France, Marseille.




